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BBB Institute releases 2020 BBB Scam Tracker Risk
Report

Online Scams Rise During COVID-19 Pandemic: 2020 BBB Scam Tracker Risk
Report uses data submitted by consumers to BBB Scam Tracker to shed light on how
scams are being perpetrated, who is being targeted, which scams have the greatest
impact, and much more. This report is a critical part of BBB’s ongoing work to contribute
new, useful data and analysis to further the efforts of all who are engaged in combating
marketplace fraud.

BBB Research Collaboration: Certain demographic groups
more vulnerable to scams

https://www.bbbmarketplacetrust.org
https://bbb.org/bbbscamtrackerriskreport/
https://www.bbb.org/globalassets/local-bbbs/council-113/media/bbb-institute/riskreport2020/2020-BBBscamtracker-riskreport.pdf
https://www.bbb.org/scamtracker/us
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7Mpnz5uIzY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kYVkzrdBqvw


__________

BBB Institute partnered with researchers from the University of Minnesota and the
University of Southern California to analyze BBB Scam Tracker data from January 2017
and September 2020 and assess COVID-19-related scams and the demographic groups
more vulnerable to scams.

Download summary and tips for consumers. 
Download the full report PDF

BBB Institute welcomes the opportunity to collaborate with organizations and universities
interested in publishing new insights that empower us to foster a fair and trustworthy
marketplace for all consumers and ethical businesses.

Learn more

Quantifying BBB's impact on the marketplace
___

BBB Institute and IABBB's research and development team have begun to quantify BBB's
impact in communities across North America. They began with an assessment of BBB's
services to consumers, and then surveyed over 5,000 consumers in the U.S. and Canada
on the impact of core BBB services. This was then used to calculate BBB's return on
mission. The findings will be released in the coming months.

Visit BBB.org/Impact to learn more about BBB's 2020 Impact.

Program updates
___

BBB4Good Fighting Financial Fraud

BBB4Good is now being piloted in select
communities and will be expanded
throughout the year. The BBB4Good
program will help consumers identify
purpose-driven businesses in their

Six BBBs from across the U.S. have agreed
to create video content that covers fraud-
fighting topics. These videos will be shared
via social media once per week and will
feature local BBB staff. We thank the

https://www.bbb.org/globalassets/local-bbbs/council-113/bbb-institute/bbb-infographic-bbb-research-collaboration.pdf
https://www.bbb.org/globalassets/local-bbbs/council-113/bbb-institute/bbb-research-collaboration-report-demographics-scams.pdf
https://www.bbbmarketplacetrust.org/get-involved#research
https://www.bbb.org/impact
https://www.bbbmarketplacetrust.org/story/43426417/bbb4good-participating-pilot-sites


communities; spotlight, recognize and
support organizations that integrate social
impact into their business plans; and
expand the growth of this powerful new
marketplace sector.

Learn more

FINRA Investor Education Foundation for
their continuous support of the Fighting
Financial Fraud program.

Learn more

News from the field
___

BBBs shared findings from this year's BBB
Scam Tracker Risk Report throughout
National Consumer Protection Week in the
U.S., and to kick off Fraud Prevention
Month in Canada. Many BBBs used their
local media outreach connections for TV
and radio spots, like this one from the BBB
Serving Eastern Michigan.

In addition to sharing posts from the turn-
key toolkit of social messages and graphics
provided by BBB Institute, some BBBs
created their own content, including videos
like this one from the BBB Serving the
Heart of Texas.

Upcoming releases
___

Summer 2021
BBB impact report release
In the meantime, please visit BBB.org/Impact to learn more about BBB's 2020 Impact.

October 2021
Second annual Online Purchase Scams Report
BBB Institute plans to re-examine the impact of online purchase scams on consumers in
the fall of 2021 based on BBB Scam Tracker data as well as survey research that will be
conducted later this summer.

View our first annual Online Purchase Scams Report published in October, 2020.

https://www.bbbmarketplacetrust.org/story/43489995/new-bbb-program-spotlights-purposedriven-businesses
https://www.bbbmarketplacetrust.org/fighting-financial-fraud
https://www.bbb.org/impact
https://www.bbbmarketplacetrust.org/online-purchase-scams


Brought to you by BBB Institute for Marketplace Trust

We work with local BBBs across North America to deliver programs that build a trusted marketplace by:
Empowering consumers to take control of their purchasing decisions and avoid falling prey to
scams.
Helping businesses be better by delivering excellent service with integrity, and becoming
integral stakeholders in their communities.
Publishing research that provides critical insights for the public, and informs how we develop and
deliver our programs.


